AAA Annual Campaign Donors (January 1 through November 30, 2020)

Special thanks to the following donors for their generous support over the years.

Carole H. Browner*
William Douglass
Louise Lamphere*
Robert Lemelson Foundation
Janna Marchione
Yvanda T. Mines*
Wenner-Gren Foundation

Special thanks to the following sections for their generous support of the AAA COVID-19 Emergency Fund

Association of Black Anthropologists (ABA)  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA)
American Ethnological Society (AES)  National Association of Student Anthropologists (NASA)
Association for Feminist Anthropology (AFA)  Society for the Anthropology of North America (SANA)
Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists (ALLA)  Society for Anthropological Sciences (SAS)
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology (APLA)  Society for the Anthropology of Work (SAW)
Association for Queer Anthropology (AQA)  Society for Cultural Anthropology (SCA)
Association of Senior Anthropologists (ASA)  Society for Economic Anthropology (SEA)
Association of Student Anthropologists (DASA)  Society for the Anthropology of North America (SANA)
Association of Senior Anthropologists (ASA)  Society for Eastern Anthropology (SEA)
Culture and Agriculture Section (C&A)  Society for Psychological Anthropology (SPA)
Council for Museum Anthropology (CMA)  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology (SLACA)
General Anthropology Division (GAD)  Society for Urban, National, and Transnational/Global Anthropology (SUNTA)
Middle East Section (MES)  Society for the Anthropology of Work (SAW)

1902 Society Founding Members

Florence E. Babbi*  Elizabeth K. Briody*  Edmund T. Hamann*
William D. Beeman*  Geoffrey Clark*  J. Bryan Page*
Linda A. Bennett*  Dorley E. Fisk*  Richard Fahey

Benefactors Circle ($10,000-$49,999)

Timothy McClure Hall  In Honor Of Karen Blu  In Memory Of Mike Agar
William H. Hanna*  Jessica R. Cattell*  Deborah Winslow

Edward Liebow and Erin Younger*

Anonymous  In Honor Of Jacqueline S. F. Ginsberg  In Memory Of Keith Basso
Kathryn M. Anderson-Leuntlet*  J. Bryan Page*  Douglas A. Feldman
Marietta L. Babia  Thomas C. Patterson*  Ken Erickson
Keith V. Blotner*  In Memory Of Susan Dungan  Jacqueline S. Mithun
Elizabeth K. Brody*  In Honor Of Paule Garshon  Eric Ratliff*
E. Paul Durrenberger  In Honor Of Madeleine Iris  Timothy McCajor Hall
Thayer Scudder  Elizabeth K. Briody  Virginia Dominguez
Mark W. Hauser  In Memory Of Ernestine Friedl

Patrons Circle ($5,000-$9,999)

Anne Allison  In Honor Of Beatrice Medicine  In Memory Of Melissa Hershkovitz
Paul Baldonoff  Richard M. Leventhal  Margaret Jane LeCompte
Linda A. Bennett*  Jacqueline S. Mithun*  Irwin Press
Caroline B. Breitnau*  Mary H. Moran*  In Honor Of Nancy D. Mann  James W. Fernandez
Shirley J. Fiske*  Daniyn Rutherford*  Yoko Tsuji
Susan D. Gillespie*  Jeremy and Paula Salsburg*  In Honor Of James Peacock  Yoshio Miraib
Carol J. Greenhouse*  Jean L. Schensul and Stephen Schensul*  In Memory Of Robert M. Laughlin
Kenneth J. Guest  Stanford University Department of Anthropology  Miram Laughlin
Laura R. Graham and Tim Scroggs*  Bernie Ursull*  In Honor Of Isia Rosenthal-Urey
Kay Guarke*  Alice Waterston*  Virginia Dominguez
Akhil Gupta  Richard R. Wilk and K. Anne Pylko*  Richard R. Wilk
Bethie Hagens  In Honor Of Amelia Saar  In Memory Of Bob Netting

Friends Circle ($250-$499)

Richard Bauman*  Anthony Kamue Harrison  In Honor Of Nancy Schaper-Hughes
William D. Beeman*  Eric C. Jones  Robert Borofsky
Jessica R. Cattell*  Corinne A. Kratz  In Memory Of June Nash
Kathryn B. Clancy  Michael Lambeck  Florence Babbi
Charles R. Cobb*  Terese L. McCarty  In Memory Of Abe Rosman and Paula Rubel
Frederick H. Damon*  Kathryn S. Otho*  William H. Hanna
Jeffrey S. Dean*  Susan Pollock  In Memory Of Sybil Silverman
James W. Fernandez*  Barbara Ryko-Bauer*  Virginia Dominguez
Nathaniel E. Gloeckler  James Slotta  In Memory Of Barbara Waller
Edmund T. Hamann*  Alon Brufie

*Loyalty Society Member